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Moroccan Arabic transcript:  

 
  ؟cultural differences و  ,cultural shock9ه7 456 #3 ال , #" ا 1%0/ ا.#-(,�ن,  (&�) '&�#%$ #" ا ��س:ن

�ت #� ب5�?< و #� ب95 ب&@5�'?< .ن ,  آ�ن 456 >>>:بCD& 5/ >>> اE��6) #9 نGH فDJKن إ�نDP# 9Q 6) ا NO-ب آ

�#/0)-C نR,J4 آ�$ و ب5�ن ب5R,J6/ آ�SO ا (JE <<< (6 ( 4 ا  T)-C <<< (�&) 4  T)-C نR,Jآ (U (%V >%,Jآ /W و , �ه�

 .DP# (Xآ �# (�&) Y5&ب Zو أن >%,J' $\�K �� (O,�3نYGر (,Rن J5#- ب5��',<... ه�#  ,O)د _QJآ YE9 و)�� ب�ن4 آ

�bc ب5�$ و ب95 ا aX` أ ) Q 4 آا&# >%,JJ /Kوا (�&)/P �P ن5/ و ا�P و ا / R% ة ا-O ن ',%< #&4 ا�� ذاك , آO)د gG%'

9)��bc آQ ب ا ) دو(. ا-NO 6) ا DP# ان h5QبYE (U (J , (�&) ء�CY\ا R RJآ RJOه�W' و / R% ة ا-O 4 ا&# (JO%,'

�دو آY5QJه<j bcاRQ اك اkن) , ه�H �آY?Jر و nK$ آ�ن #�Y0' 95ا 'J,%< آnaJ$ '-د ا 0�ل 'm-ح هkاك ه�� . >>> ه�

YEاR ات, ا-O ا o&ف ب-nJ' ش�W536 آ-&J,# <<< /W%Ja# /6�GH ل .ن�G' ش�?nK �# /O%آ (U لRG' ,و (�nK اش

واش ا aX`  واش nK�) نRSل هkا ا RSؤال و. #� nK�35 نRS 4؟ نY) YOي ب�ش نS%< و. #� nK�35 نYOه�؟ 

�دي هkا ا R,) (Xن #Q-ج  4 و. .؟ C (U�# / �E 3ن�� نR5m آ�نV Z�Yن� 6,-ة و ,9 واK/ '&-ف آ# 70C (�&) ��?6

/6�GP ال >>> ا "# (JXV ( ا t5ل , آ��6/ أ ) ه) j-(V /0%5$ واJXV /K) #" ا ��س د(GP د و اD0  <<< ذاك (JE ى-G'

5� RJ,  (6ب&' ,�?56 (JXV ( ل ا�Qب (U�# .   

  
 

English translation: 

  
N: From your interactions with people here and with American students, was there any 
cultural shock—not cultural shock, but rather any cultural differences?  
B: Yes, there were some cultural differences, especially when it comes to relationships 
between people. In Morocco, I am used to being close to the person I am speaking with—
close to him/her even in the distance between us. Here, you need to talk to the person 
from a far distance. For instance, the distance between us could be one meter and you 
always feel that there is a separation between you and the person you are speaking with. 
Even when you talk to the same person the first and subsequent time, you always feel the 
presence of that separation. While, in Morocco, if you talk to someone for the first time 
and you understand each other, this separation will be gone. This is not the case here; 
when you talk to someone, you need to pay attention to what you say in case you hurt 
that person or say something that is not supposed to be said because of cultural 
differences. This puts you in a position where you do not know how to behave in most 
cases. For instance, you do not know how to greet people: can you shake hands or not, 
can you ask this specific question or can you not, will whatever I say be unpleasant to 
that person or not? I had an idea before I came here, but it is different once you are on the 
ground even if you had known about the cultural differences. It is never the same as if 
you live in the culture and with the people from that country. 
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About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture 
with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in 
CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to 
express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of the participants. 
Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by the Five College 
Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its member institutions: 
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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